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In reviewing the Wingspread Conference in The Prospect of

Rhetoric, Edward P. J. Corbett observes' "I found it rather curious

that only one of the five authors even mentioned Marshall McLuhan. By

any definition one may choose to propose, McLuhan has to be regarded

as a rhetorician, and if McLuhan will learn to sit long enough to

develop some of his theories in depth instead of juat darting out a

now set of heuristic probes every month and indulging his Joycean

delight in puns, he may yet come to be acknowledged as one of the

fAjor rhertoriciallA of this century," Marie Hochmuth Nichols' analysis

of the same book also warns against ignoring the importance of

McLuhan's works2 In spite of his apparent importance, little has

been written in the field of speech about hind

Marshall McLuhan does have an important message .for rhetoricians

to conaider. In many cases, of course, McLuhan sakes it difficult to

determine exactly what the message is. As Tom Wolfe noteeo "Marshall

McLuhan started out like most of the celebrated academic oracles of

the past 100 years or so, namely writing things that wore incomprehensible

to '1'howle moyen intellectual,' which is French for hat I call your

average culturatus." If the early works of MoLuhan are somewhat
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unclear, they certainly have not baen uncontroversial. Indeed, ho has

provoked an extensive debate concerning the effects of media on man.3

Four major principles are evident in McLuhan's work. .%ese

principles arei 1) the media is a broad explanatory basis for

historical and cultural change; 2) media is an extension of man;

3) media can be classified as hot or cool; and 4) man explains change

by rearview Lirrorism.

His first principle, that media. is the broad explanatory bests

for historical and cultural change, is evident in many of hts works.

In The Media Is the Massal!, ho concludes' "All media work us over.

completely. They are so pervasive in their personal, political,

econonic, asthotic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social con-

sequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered.

The medium 18 the message. Any understax)ding of social and cultural

change is impossible without knowledge of the way media work as

environments. .6 Ho argues that it is how people communicate, not

what they communicate that matters. Literally, the medium in the

message. "Societies," he contends, "have always been shaped more by

the nature of the media by which men communicate than by the content

of the communication."7 He supports his position by tracing man's

development through three major periodsthe Tribal man, the Detribalized

man, and the Retribalized man.

Tribal man lived in a world of sound. The only way to communicate
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and survive was by spcaking to other men. As Mctuhan phrozes it,

"hearing was believing." Man was orally oriented and lived in acoustic

space where the ear dolinatli man's life. 8

Tribal man, however, developed the ability to write symbols.

At first there wore drawing,., and then an alphabet emerged. Mon

communicated through symbols without actually seeing each other. As

a consequence, men became separated and accustomed to the restricted

space dominated by the eye. "The phonetic alphabet forced the magic

world of the ear to yield to the neutral world of the eye. Man was

given an eye for an oar."9

This transition from an oral to a visual society lead to the

Dotribalizod man. In The Gutenberi Calaxie McLuhan argues that

Gutenberg revolutionized soclety.1° The crass availability of printed

material imposed a pseudo-logic through its linear, step-by-step

nature. It imposed tho idea that when one event follows another

there is a causal relationship. Man forgot that sequence is additive

and not causal. As McLuhan states, "It can be argued, then, that the

phonetic alphabet, alone, is the technology that has been the means for

creating 'civilized' man. The separate individuals equal before a

written code of law. Separateness of the individual, continuity of

space and of time, and uniformity of codes are the prime marks of

literate and civilized societies. "11 Stated in a different form but

with the same nessage, he continues, "civilization is built on literacy
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because literacy is a uniform processing of a culture by a visual

sense extended in space and time by the alphabet."12 The literacy,

however, allowed civilized can to withdraw front other men and therefore

tended to fragment society. McLuhan sees a true distinction between

the pro - literate and literate man. "Whore a visual space is an

organized continuum of a uniformed connected kind, the oar world is

a world of simultaneous relationships."13 During the Detribalized

state, then, ran became compartimontalized, fragmented, separated, and

regimented. Ho learned to follow and expect lines, sequence, and

rigidity.

The final phase in the transition of man is the Retribalized

man. Ho is the electric man in the electric era. The telegraph began

the electric era where man became subjected to "instant awareness."

"We now live in a global village a simultaneous happening. We

are now back in acoustic 8pAce. "14 The electric circuitry has had

three effects. First, men meet men. "Electric circuitry profoundly

involves men with one another. Information pours upon us, instanteOusly

and continuously. As soon as information is acquired, it is very

rapidly replaced by still newer information. Our electrically con-

figured world forced us to move from the habit of data classification

to the mode of pattern recognition."15 Men, then, are forced to

respond to one another and to information in a total confrontation.

The recognition of other men lead to the second effect, we can

no longer ignore minorities. "It is this implosive factor that alters
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tht ;oeition of the 1:,:.;;ro, the t:en-alter, and sons other grours.

They can no longer be contained, in the political sense of limited

association. They are now involved in our lives, as we in theirs,

thanks to the electric mcdia,"16 Whereas with the written word we

had the choice of what wo were willing to read, the electric media

ie so pervasive that we must respond to all situations and can no

longer ignore them.

The speed and instantaneous nature of the electric media caused

the demise of the sequence, the third effect. Everything 'became

instantaneous. As he relates, "So the greatest of all reversals

occured with electricity, that ended sequences by making things

instant. With instant speed the causes of things began to emerge to

awareness again, as they had not done with things in sequence and in

concatenation accordingly. Instead of asking which came first, the

chicken or the egg, it suddenly seemed that a chicken was an egg's

idea for getting more eggs. 17

Retrtbalized man, then, has become involved with the world around

him. He has returned to the oral tradition. However, ho has now be-

come universally involved. This universal involvement is spawned by

Mauhan's second principle that all media are extentions of man.

This principle has always boon in effect. The cave man's ax was an

extension of the hand. The detribalized man's book was an extension

eZ the eye. OuJ' clothing is an extension of the skin, The Wheel is

All extension of the foot. And perhaps most importantly, electrid
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circuitry, the telegrlph, telephone, te:1,evision, and so on, are

extensions of the senses and the brain. The computer is an extension

of the central nervous system. McLuhan explains, "The computer is by

all odds the most extraordinary of all the technological clothing

ever devised by men, since it is the extension of our central nervous

system."18 This is an important principle of McLuhan. The medium is

the "massage," true, but it also is the vehicle for accomplishing

what the human body by itself could not accomplish. The ability to

travel is enhanced by extending the capacity of the foot. Henry Ford

did more than invent the assembly line, he also allowed man to travel

extensively. The most controversial aspect of McLuhan's principle is

the computer being an extension of the central nervous system. However,

the astronauts would surely agree that the computer on the Apollo

missions freed their minds from a great deal of calculations which

essentially extended the power of their minds. If clothing allows

the skin to do more such as travel in space, then the concept that

the computer also allows the mind freedom is not difficult to accept.

However, not all media affect man in the same way which leads to his

third principle, hot and cool media.

Generally, cool media are low in definition. They are like the

sense of touch. They invite participation of all of one's facilities.

For example, the auditory media is normally low in definition so the

listener must be high in participation to understand the output of
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the media. Little inforiration i3 provided which requires the listener

to work harder, become more involved, and to participate. Speech is

a cool medium bacons() little information is
really provided in

speech. "The .?hone is a cool medium, or one of low definition,

because the ear is given a meager amount of information, And speech

is a cool medium of low definition, because so little is given and so

much has to be filled in by the listener."20 A cool medium is high

in participation and low in definition.

On the other hand, a hot medium is high and sharp in definition21

or intensity. Hot media do not leave so M1Ch to be filled in or

completed by the audience. Hot media are, therefore, low in partici-

pation, and cool media are high in participation or completion by the

audience. Naturally, therefore, a hot medium like radio has very

different effects on the user from a cool tedium like the telephone.

Several examples by McLuhan explain the point. "There is a'basic

principle that distinguishes a hot medium like radio from a cool one

like the telephone, or a hot medium like the movie from a cool one

like TV. A hot medium is one that extends one single sense in 'high

definition.' High detinition is the state of being well filled with

data. A photograph is, visually, 'high definition.' A cartoon is

'low definition,' simply because very little visual information is

provided."22 Another example, especially pertinent to the field of

speech is provided by McLuhan. "Any hot medium allows for less
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participation than a cool one, as a lecture rakes for less partici-

pation than a seminar, and a book for less than dialogue." 23 This

distinction between the types of media provides a useful method of

gauging audience participation. "New" methods of teaching that are

"non-directive" are essentially cool, in the McLuhan sense if not

the street sense, methods of teaching.

The most important principle of McLuhan may be that of rearview

mirrorism. As he states, "We look at the present through a rear-view

mirror. march backwards into the future. "24 We always see the

present in terms of the past so we fail to see changes until after

they have taken place. The implications are explained by McLuhan.

"Perhaps our survival (certainly our comfort and happiness) depends

upon our recognizing the nature of our new environment. It is

sometimes blz.med on the computer, which He have the habit of calling

a 'machine.' Ibis, of course, is pure rear-view mirrorism, seeing

the old environment in the mirror of the now one while ignoring the

new one."25 The importance of this principle is our failure to use

current insights to understand the changes that occur. The writers

at the Wingspread Conference may have been guilty of rearview

mirrorism by not discussing McLuhan. Explanations of current

rhetorical acts may rely too heavily on the traditional interpreta-

tions of the field. McLuhan is suggesting that the answers being

sought at the conference can be supplied by observing what is presently

occuring in society. If this is true, then this last principle may



by MoLuhan's most important contribution to the field of rhetoric.

This paper has been an attempt to sumnarize what appear to be

the major principles of MoDahan. These include the effect of media

on man, media as an extension of man, the distinction between hot

and cool media, and rearview mirrorism. Right or wrong, MoLuhan is

worth considering by anybody in the field of rhetoric. As Tom Wolfe

conoludest "Even at his worst, McLuhan inspires you to try and see

and understand in a new way. And in the long run this may prove to

be his great contribution,"26 McLuhan's ability to say things in a

different manner forces the reader to consider them differently. But

Wolfe does not end his phrase there, "If right, he will rank as the

number one genius of all times. But even if wrong, ho will remain

the ran who first made the world wake up to the psychological impact

of technological innovation."27 Either way, McLuhan should be read

and considered. Perhaps McLuhan places himself in perspective with

a story in the margin of the final page of liar and Peace in the

Global Villa;e. "Responding to first-night cheers of 'Author! Authors,'

Gm B. Shaw went before the curtain only to be greeted by a lone boo.

He replied, 'My dear Fellow, I quite agree with you, but what are we

two against so many?,28
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